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The aim of the TIMODAZ project is to investigate the effect of thermal changes on the excavated damaged zone around nuclear deep disposals in clay based geological layers. Experimental and numerical works are performed, but here we focus only on finite element numerical modelling. 

During the gallery drilling, rock mass near the gallery wall is damaged and its permeability may be modified. Further the drainage and later the heating will modify the size and the structure of the damage zone. The damage state will itself modify water and heat transfers. Within the TIMODAZ project, it is intended to develop constitutive models and numerical tools. A series of benchmark modelling (laboratory and in-situ tests) with different constitutive laws and numerical codes are being performed. Two cases will be presented on the poster:  
	A laboratory test on a hollow cylinder clay sample: The clay is supposed to be fully saturated. The internal stress state is decreased to initiate a damage zone. Further the temperature is increased, with a radial gradient. The radial water transmissivity evolution is analysed.
	An in situ dilatometer tests performed during the SELFRAC European project: The rock is supposed to be fully saturated and the test is isothermal. The water transmissivity evolution in the EDZ is checked, with special consideration to the damage closure due to the dilatometer loading. 

The numerical simulation implies first to model adequately the damage evolution. The constitutive modelling as well as the mesh dependence are discussed. It is shown that some changes in the constitutive model may have a very strong effect of the damage zone size and on the maximum level of irreversible strains. 

The permeability evolution has also a very important role. The evolution is induced by the micro or macro fracture opening and closure. A constitutive model of permeability related to fracture opening / closure is then needed. 

Numerical example of different modelling hypothesis will be shown and discussed. 


